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SOME UNIFIED FORM OF OPEN SETS AND CONTINUITY IN
IDEAL MINIMAL SPACES

TAKASHI NOIRI AND VALERIU POPA

ABSTRACT. We introduce the notion of umIO(X)-structures determined by op-
erators mInt, mCl, mInt⋆ and mCl⋆ on an ideal minimal space(X,mX , I). By
using umIO(X)-structures, we introduce and investigate a functionf : (X,mX , I)
→ (Y,σ) calledumI-continuous. As special cases ofumI-continuity, we obtain
m-semi-I -continuity [11], m-pre-I -continuity [10], m-α-I -continuity [2], m-b-
I -continuity [15], andm-β-I -continuity [9].

1. INTRODUCTION

The notion of ideal topological spaces was introduced in [13] and [23]. In [12],
the authors obtained the further properties of ideal topological spaces.

The notions of minimal structures and minimal spaces are introduced in [20],
as a generalization of topological spaces, and studied the notion of m-continuous
functions on these spaces. Recently, Ozbakir and Yildirim [18] introduced the
notion of an ideal minimal space. They defined and investigated them-local func-
tions, them⋆-closure and them⋆-minimal spaces. Quite recently,m-semi-I -open
sets [11],m-pre-I -open sets [10],m-α-I -open sets [2],m-b-I -open sets [15], and
m-β-I -open sets [9] in an ideal minimal space have been introducedand investi-
gated. And by using these open sets, some kind of continuous functions from an
ideal minimal space to a topological space are defined and investigated.

In this paper, we define the unified form of these open sets and the related
continuous functions and show that many properties of theseopen sets and con-
tinuous functions are derived from properties of minimal spaces andm-continuous
functions established in [20].

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let (X,τ) be a topological space andA a subset ofX. The closure ofA and
the interior of A are denoted by Cl(A) and Int(A), respectively. We recall several
properties of minimal structures andm-continuous functions.
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Definition 2.1. Let X be a nonempty set andP (X) the power set of X. A subfamily
mX of P (X) is called a minimal structure (briefly m-structure) on X[19], [20] if
/0 ∈ mX and X∈ mX.

By (X,mX), we denote a nonempty setX with anm-structuremX on X and call
it anm-space. Each member ofmX is said to bemX-open(briefly m-open) and the
complement of anmX-open set is said to bemX-closed(briefly m-closed).

Definition 2.2. Let X be a nonempty set and mX an m-structure on X. For a subset
A of X, the mX-closure of A and the mX-interior of A are defined in[14] as
follows:

(1) mCl(A) =∩{F : A⊂ F,X \F ∈ mX},
(2) mInt(A) =∪{U : U ⊂ A,U ∈ mX}.

Lemma 2.1. [14] Let X be a nonempty set and mX an m-structure on X. For subsets
A and B of X, the following properties hold:

(1) mCl(X \A) = X \mInt(A) andmInt(X \A) = X \mCl(A),
(2) If (X \A) ∈ mX, thenmCl(A) = A and if A∈ mX, thenmInt(A) = A,
(3) mCl( /0) = /0, mCl(X) = X, mInt( /0) = /0 andmInt(X) = X,
(4) If A⊂ B, thenmCl(A)⊂ mCl(B) andmInt(A)⊂ mInt(B),
(5) A⊂ mCl(A) andmInt(A)⊂ A,
(6) mCl(mCl(A)) = mCl(A) andmInt(mInt(A)) = mInt(A).

Definition 2.3. An m-structure mX on a nonempty set X is said to have property
B [14] if the union of any family of subsets belonging to mX belongs to mX.

Lemma 2.2. [22] Let X be a nonempty set and mX an m-structure on X satisfying
propertyB . For a subset A of X, the following properties hold:

(1) A∈ mX if and only if mInt(A) = A,
(2) A is mX-closed if and only ifmCl(A) = A,
(3) mInt(A) ∈ mX andmCl(A) is mX-closed.

Lemma 2.3. [19] Let (X,mX) be an m-space and A a subset of X. Then x∈
mCl(A) if and only if U∩A 6= /0 for each U∈ mX containing x.

Definition 2.4. A function f: (X,mX)→ (Y,σ) is said to be m-continuous at x∈X
[20], where(Y,σ) is a topological space, if for each open set V containing f(x),
there exists U∈ mX containing x such that f(U)⊂V. The function f is said to be
m-continuous if it has this property at each x∈ X.

Theorem 2.1. [20] For a function f : (X,mX) → (Y,σ), where mX has property
B , the following properties are equivalent:

(1) f is m-continuous;
(2) f−1(V) is mX-open for every open set V of Y;
(3) f−1(F) is mX-closed for every closed set F of Y;
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(4) mCl( f−1(B))⊂ f−1(Cl(B)) for every subset B of Y;
(5) f(mCl(A))⊂ Cl( f (A)) for every subset A of X;
(6) f−1(Int(B))⊂ mInt( f−1(B)) for every subset B of Y.

For a functionf : (X,mX)→ (Y,σ), we defineDm( f ) as follows:

Dm( f ) = {x∈ X : f is notm-continuous atx}.

Theorem 2.2. [21] For a function f : (X,mX) → (Y,σ), where mX has property
B , the following properties hold:

Dm( f ) =
⋃

G∈σ
{ f−1(G)\mInt( f−1(G))}

=
⋃

B∈P (Y)

{ f−1(Int(B))\mInt( f−1(B))}

=
⋃

B∈P (Y)

{mCl( f−1(B))\ f−1(Cl(B))}

=
⋃

A∈P (X)

{mCl(A)\ f−1(Cl( f (A)))}

=
⋃

F∈F

{mCl( f−1(F))\ f−1(F)},

whereF is the family of closed sets of(Y,σ).

3. IDEAL TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

Definition 3.1. A nonempty collection I of subsets of a set X is called an ideal
on X [12] if it satisfies the following two conditions:

(1) A∈ I and B⊂ A implies B∈ I,
(2) A∈ I and B∈ I implies A∪B∈ I.

An m-space(X,mX) with an idealI on X is called an idealm-space and is de-
noted by(X,mX, I).

Definition 3.2. Let (X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space. For any subset A of X,
A⋆

m(I ,mX) = {x ∈ X : U ∩A /∈ I for every U∈ m(x)}, where m(x) = {U ∈ mX :
x ∈ U}, is called the minimal local function of A with respect to mX and I [18].
Hereafter A⋆m(I ,mX) is simply denoted by A⋆m.

Definition 3.3. Let (X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space. The set operator mCl⋆ called
the minimal⋆-closure [18] is defined as follows: mCl⋆(A) = A∪A⋆

m for every
subset A of X. Let m⋆X = {U ⊂ X : mCl⋆(X \U) = X \U}. Then m⋆X is an m-struc-
ture on X which is finer than mX and is called the m⋆-structure. The m⋆-interior is
defined as follows: mInt⋆(A) = X \mCl⋆(X \A) for every subset A of X.

Lemma 3.1. [18] Let (X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space and A, B be subsets of X.
Then the following properties hold:
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(1) mInt⋆(A)⊂ A⊂ mCl⋆(A),
(2) mCl⋆(X) = mInt⋆(X) = X andmInt⋆( /0) = mCl⋆( /0) = /0,
(3) A⊂ B impliesmCl⋆(A)⊂ mCl⋆(B) andmInt⋆(A)⊂ mInt⋆(B),
(4) mCl⋆(A)∪mCl⋆(B)⊂ mCl⋆(A∪B).

Definition 3.4. Let (X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space. A subset A of X is said to be

(1) m-α-I-open [2] if A⊂ mInt(mCl⋆(mInt(A))),
(2) m-semi-I-open [11] if A⊂ mCl⋆(mInt(A)),
(3) m-pre-I-open [10] if A⊂ mInt(mCl⋆(A)),
(4) m-b-I-open [15] if A⊂ mInt(mCl⋆(A))∪mCl⋆(mInt(A)),
(5) m-β-I-open [9] if A⊂ mCl(mInt(mCl⋆(A))),
(6) weakly m-semi-I-open if A⊂ mCl⋆(mInt(mCl(A))),
(7) weakly m-b-I-open if A⊂ mCl(mInt(mCl⋆(A)))∪mCl⋆(mInt(mCl(A))),
(8) strongly m-β-I-open if A⊂ mCl⋆(mInt(mCl⋆(A))),
(9) m-semi⋆-I-open if A⊂ mCl(mInt⋆(A)),

(10) m-β⋆-I-open if A⊂ mCl(mInt⋆(mCl(A))),
(11) m-pre⋆-I-open if A⊂ mInt⋆(mCl(A)).

If (X,mX, I) = (X,τ, I), whereτ is a topology, then by Definition 3.4 we obtain
the definitions ofα-I -open [8], semi-I -open [8], pre-I -open [3],b-I -open [16],β-
I -open [8], weakly semi-I -open [6], weaklyb-I -open [16], stronglyβ-I -open [7],
semi⋆-I -open [5],β⋆-I -open [4], and pre⋆-I -open [4].

The family of allm-α-I -open (resp.m-semi-I -open,m-pre-I -open,m-b-I -open,
m-β-I -open, weaklym-semi-I -open, weaklym-b-I -open, stronglym-β-I -open,m-
semi⋆-I -open,m-β⋆-I -open,m-pre⋆-I -open) sets in an ideal minimal space(X,mX, I)
is denoted by mαIO(X) (resp. mSIO(X), mPIO(X), mBIO(X), mβIO(X),
WmSIO(X), WmBIO(X), SmβIO(X), mS⋆IO(X), mβ⋆IO(X), mP⋆IO(X)).

Definition 3.5. By umIO(X), we denote each one of the families mαIO(X),
mSIO(X), mPIO(X), mBIO(X), mβIO(X), WmSIO(X), WmBIO(X), SmβIO(X)),
mS⋆IO(X), mβ⋆IO(X), mP⋆IO(X).

Lemma 3.2. Let (X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space. ThenumIO(X) is an m-structure
on X and has propertyB .

Proof. By Lemmas 2.1(3) and 3.1(2), umIO(X) is anm-structure onX. It follows
from Lemmas 2.1(4) and 3.1(3) that umIO(X) has propertyB . �

Remark3.1. It is shown in Theorem 2.17 of [2] (resp. Theorem 3.12 of [11],The-
orem 3.7 of [10], Proposition 3.12 of [15], Theorem 3.11 of [9]) that mαIO(X)
(resp. mSIO(X), mPIO(X), mBIO(X), mβIO(X)) has propertyB .

Definition 3.6. Let(X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space. For a subset A of X,umClI(A)
andumIntI(A) are defined as follows:

(1) umClI(A) = ∩{F : A⊂ F,X \F ∈ umIO(X)},
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(2) umIntI(A) = ∪{U : U ⊂ A,U ∈ umIO(X)}.

Lemma 3.3. Let (X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space and A, B subsets of X. Then the
following properties hold:

(1) A∈ umIO(X) if and only if umIntI(A) = A,
(2) umIntI( /0) = /0 andumIntI(X) = X,
(3) If A⊂ B, thenumIntI(A)⊂ umIntI(B),
(4) umIntI(A)⊂ A,
(5) mIntI(mIntI(A)) = mIntI(A),
(6) x∈ umIntI(A) if and only if there exists U∈ umIO(X) such that x∈U ⊂A.

Proof. Since umIO(X) is anm-structure with propertyB , this follows easily from
Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 3.1. �

Remark3.2. By Lemma 3.3, we obtain Theorem 2.23 of [2], Theorems 3.21 of
[11], Theorem 3.13 of [10] and Theorem 3.20 of [9].

Lemma 3.4. Let (X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space and A, B subsets of X. Then the
following properties hold:

(1) (X \A) ∈ umIO(X) if and only if umClI(A) = A ,
(2) umClI( /0) = /0, umClI(X) = X,
(3) If A⊂ B, thenumClI(A)⊂ umClI(B),
(4) A⊂ umClI(A),
(5) mClI(mClI(A)) = mClI(A),
(6) x∈ umClI(A) if and only if A∩U 6= /0 for every U∈ umIO(X) containing x,
(7) umClI(X \A) = X \umIntI(A) andumIntI(X \A) = X \umClI(A).

Proof. This follows easily from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 3.1. �

Remark3.3. By Lemma 3.4, we obtain Theorems 2.26, 2.28 and 2.30 of [2],
Theorems 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25 of [11], Theorems 3.15, 3.16 and3.17 of [10] and
Theorems 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 of [9].

4. umI-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

Definition 4.1. A function f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ) is said to be m-α-I -continuous
[2] (resp. m-semi-I -continuous[11], m-pre-I -continuous[10], m-b-I-continuous
[15], m-β-I -continuous [9], weakly m-semi-I-continuous, weakly m-b-I-continuous,
strongly m-β-I-continuous, m-semi⋆-I-continuous, m-β⋆-I-continuous, m-pre⋆-I-
continuous) if f−1(V) is m-α-I-open (resp. m-semi-I-open, m-pre-I-open, m-b-
I-open, m-β-I-open, weakly m-semi-I-open, weakly m-b-I-open, strongly m-β-I-
open, m-semi⋆-I-open, m-β⋆-I-open, m-pre⋆-I-open) in (X,mX, I) for every open
set V of(Y,σ).

Definition 4.2. A function f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ) is said to be umI-continuous if
f : (X,umIO(X))→ (Y,σ) is m-continuous.
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By Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following characterizations of umI-continuous
functions.

Theorem 4.1. For a function f : (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ), the following properties are
equivalent:

(1) f is umI-continuous;
(2) f−1(V) is umI-open in X for every open set V of Y;
(3) f−1(F) is umI-closed in X for every closed set F of Y;
(4) umClI( f−1(B))⊂ f−1(Cl(B)) for every subset B of Y;
(5) f(umClI(A))⊂ Cl( f (A)) for every subset A of X;
(6) f−1(Int(B))⊂ umIntI( f−1(B)) for every subset B of Y.

Remark4.1. If umIO(X) is mαIO(X) (resp. mSIO(X), mPIO(X), mBIO(X),
mβIO(X)), then by Theorem 4.1 we obtain Theorem 3.4 of [2] (resp. Theorem
4.3 of [11], Theorem 4.5 of [10], Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 of [15], Theorem 4.4
of [9]). We note that thre are some small mistakes in Proposition 4.4 of [15].

For a functionf : (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ), we defineDumI( f ) as follows:

DumI( f ) = {x∈ X : f is notumI-continuous atx}.

By Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following properties:

Theorem 4.2.For a function f: (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ), the following properties hold:

DumI( f ) =
⋃

G∈σ
{ f−1(G)\umIntI( f−1(G))}

=
⋃

B∈P (Y)

{ f−1(Int(B))\umIntI( f−1(B))}

=
⋃

B∈P (Y)

{umClI( f−1(B))\ f−1(Cl(B))}

=
⋃

A∈P (X)

{umClI(A)\ f−1(Cl( f (A)))}

=
⋃

F∈F

{umClI( f−1(F))\ f−1(F)},

whereF is the family of closed sets of(Y,σ).

5. SOME PROPERTIES OFumI-CONTINUITY

Since the study ofumI-continuity is reduced to the study ofm-continuity, the
properties ofumI-continuous functions follow from the properties ofm-continuous
functions in [20].

Definition 5.1. An m-space(X,mX) is said to be m-T2 [20] if for each distinct
points x,y ∈ X, there exist U,V ∈ mX containing x and y, respectively, such that
U ∩V = /0.
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Definition 5.2. An ideal m-space(X,mX, I) is said to be umI-T2 if the m-space
(X,umIO(X)) is m-T2.

Hence, an idealm-space(X,mX, I) is umI-T2 if for each distinct pointsx,y∈ X,
there existU,V ∈ umIO(X) containingx andy, respectively, such thatU ∩V = /0.

Remark5.1. Let (X,mX, I) be an idealm-space. If umIO(X) = mαIO(X) (resp.
mSIO(X), mPIO(X), mBIO(X)), then by Definition 5.2 we obtain the definition of
m-α-I -T2 [2] (resp.m-semi-I -T2 [11], m-pre-I -T2 [10], bm-T2 [15]).

Lemma 5.1. [20] If f : (X,mX)→ (Y,σ) is an m-continuous injection and(Y,σ)
is T2, then(X,mX) is m-T2.

Theorem 5.1. If f : (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ) is a umI-continuous injection and(Y,σ) is
T2, then X is umI-T2.

Proof. The proof follows from Definition 5.2 and Lemma 5.1. �

Remark5.2. Let (X,mX, I) be an idealm-space. If umIO(X) = mαIO(X) (resp.
mSIO(X), mPIO(X)), then by Theorem 5.1 we obtain Theorem 3.14 of [2] (resp.
Theorem 4.11 of [11], Theorem 4.11 of [10]).

Definition 5.3. A function f: (X,mX)→ (Y,σ) is said to have a strongly m-closed
graph (resp. m-closed graph) [20] if for each(x,y) ∈ (X×Y) \G( f ), there exist
U ∈ mX containing x and V∈ σ containing y such that[U ×Cl(V)]∩G( f ) = /0
(resp.[U ×V]∩G( f ) = /0).

Definition 5.4. A function f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ) is said to have a strongly umI-
closed graph (resp. umI-closed graph) if a function f: (X,umIO(X)) → (Y,σ)
has a strongly m-closed graph (resp. m-closed graph).

Lemma 5.2. [20] If f : (X,mX) → (Y,σ) is an m-continuous function and(Y,σ)
is T2, then f has a strongly m-closed graph.

Theorem 5.2. If f : (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ) is a umI-continuous function and(Y,σ) is
T2, then f has a strongly umI-closed graph.

Proof. The proof follows from Definition 5.4 and Lemma 5.2.

Corollary 5.1. If f : (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ) is a umI-continuous function and(Y,σ) is
T2, then f has a umI-closed graph.

Proof. The proof is obvious by Theorem 5.2. �

Remark5.3. Let f : (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ) be aumI-continuous function and(Y,σ) be
T2. If umIO(X) = mαIO(X) (resp. mSIO(X), mPIO(X)), then by Corollary 5.1 we
obtain Theorem 3.10 of [2] (resp. Theorem 4.9 of [11], Theorem 4.8 of [10]).

Lemma 5.3. [20] If f : (X,mX) → (Y,σ) is a surjective function with a strongly
m-closed graph, then(Y,σ) is T2.
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Theorem 5.3. If f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ) is a surjective function with a strongly
umI-closed graph, then(Y,σ) is T2.

Proof. The proof follows from Definition 5.4 and Lemma 5.3. �

Lemma 5.4. [20] Let (X,mX) be an m-space and mX have propertyB . If
f : (X,mX)→ (Y,σ) is an injective m-continuous function with an m-closed graph,
then(X,mX) is m-T2.

Theorem 5.4. If f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ) is an injective umI-continuous function
with a umI-closed graph, then X is umI-T2.

Proof. The proof follows from Definition 5.4, Lemma 5.4 and the factthat umIO(X)
has propertyB . �

Remark5.4. Let f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ) be an injectiveumI-continuous function
with a umI-closed graph. If umIO(X) = mαIO(X) (resp. mSIO(X), mPIO(X)),
then by Theorem 5.4 we obtain Theorem 3.15 of [2] (resp. Theorem 4.12 of [11],
Theorem 4.12 of [10]).

Definition 5.5. An m-space(X,mX) is said to be m-connected[20] if X cannot be
written as the union of two nonempty disjoint sets of mX.

Definition 5.6. An ideal m-space(X,mX, I) is said to be umI-connected if the
m-space(X,umIO(X)) is m-connected.

Hence, the idealm-space(X,mX, I) is umI-connected ifX cannot be written as
the union of two nonempty disjoint sets of umIO(X).

Lemma 5.5. [20] Let f : (X,mX)→ (Y,σ) be a function, where mX has property
B . If f is an m-continuous surjection and(X,mX) is m-connected, then(Y,σ) is
connected.

Theorem 5.5. If f : (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ) is a umI-continuous surjection and
(X,mX, I) is umI-connected, then(Y,σ) is connected.

Proof. The proof follows from Definition 5.6, Lemma 5.5 and the fact that umIO(X)
has propertyB . �

Remark5.5. Let f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ) be a surjectiveumI-continuous function
and(X,mX, I) beumI-connected. If umIO(X) = mαIO(X) (resp. mSIO(X),
mPIO(X)), then by Theorem 5.5 we obtain Theorem 3.17 of [2] (resp. Theorem
4.14 of [11], Theorem 4.14 of [10]).

Definition 5.7. Let (X,mX, I) be an ideal m-space. A subset K of X is said to be
umI-compact relative to X if for every cover{Uα : α ∈ ∆} of K by umI-open sets
of X, there exists a finite subset∆0 of ∆ such that K\∪{Uα : α ∈ ∆0} ∈ I. The
space(X,mX, I) is said to be umI-compact if X is umI-compact relative to X.
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Definition 5.8. Let (Y,σ,J) be an ideal topological space. A subset K of Y is said
to be J-compact relative to Y if for every cover{Uα : α ∈ ∆} of K by open sets of
Y , there exists a finite subset∆0 of ∆ such that K\∪{Uα : α ∈ ∆0} ∈ J. The space
(Y,σ,J) is said to be J-compact if Y is J-compact relative to Y.

It is known in [17] that if f : X → Y is a function andI is an ideal onX then
f (I) is an ideal onY.

Theorem 5.6. If f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ, f (I)) is a umI-continuous function and K
is umI-compact relative to X, then f(K) is f(I)-compact relative to Y.

Proof. Let K beumI-compact relative toX and{Vα : α ∈ ∆} any cover of f (K)
by open sets ofY. For eachx∈ K, there exists anα(x) ∈ ∆ such thatf (x) ∈Vα(x).
Since f is umI-continuous, there exists aumI-open setUα(x) containingx such that
f (Uα(x) ⊂ Vα(x). Since{Uα(x) : x ∈ K} is a cover ofK by umI-open sets ofX,
there exists a finite subsetK0 of K such thatK \∪{Uα(x) : x ∈ K0} = I0, where
I0 ∈ I ; hence

f (K)⊂ ∪{ f (Uα(x) : x∈ K0}∪ f (I0)⊂ ∪{Vα(x) : x∈ K0}∪ f (I0).

Therefore, we obtainf (K) \∪{Vα(x) : x ∈ K0} ∈ f (I0). This shows thatf (K) is
f (I)-compact relative toY. �

Corollary 5.2. If f : (X,mX, I)→ (Y,σ, f (I)) is a umI-continuous surjective func-
tion and(X,mX, I) is umI-compact, then(Y,σ, f (I)) is f(I)-compact.

Remark5.6. Let f : (X,mX, I) → (Y,σ) be a surjectiveumI-continuous function
and(X,mX, I) beumI-compact. If umIO(X) = mαIO(X) (resp. mSIO(X), mPIO(X)),
then by Corollary 5.2 we obtain Theorem 3.22 of [2] (resp. Theorem 4.19 of [11],
Theorem 4.19 of [10]).
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